Module 4 - Activity 11:
The Recycling Area
Overview
In this lesson pupils create mini programmes using ‘when key pressed’ event blocks to
move a robot and to switch costumes which they have made.

Computing PoS Reference
Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling
or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller
parts.
Use sequence and repetition in programs.

Learning Objective
Learn to create and control costumes.

Success Criteria
All: I can explain how a claw bot works using code provided; solve a problem using
costumes then write code to switch between those costumes.
Most: I can explain how a claw bot works using code that makes sense; solve a problem
using costumes then write code to switch between those costumes.
Some: I can explain how a claw bot works using code that makes sense; solve a problem
using costumes, write code to switch between those costumes and explain how this process
works using code.

Key Words
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Computer Science Concepts
Algorithm design
Debugging
Control
Input/output

EXPLORE: Start the challenge as a class. Create the code to move the grey robot and watch
what the claw robot does.
Q: Why do you think the claw robot has moved the grey robot?
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Activity 11: The Recycling Area
OFFLINE ACTIVITY: In pairs, provide students with 10 cubes of 3 different colours. Students
label 3 pieces of paper as the 3 colours of their cubes, then place the cubes on the 'incorrect'
labels. Ask the students to write the instructions that the claw robot would use to sort the
cubes, in the same way that it does robot parts. Then, test their instructions.
Q: Do all of the colours end up correctly sorted? Take one example and try it with the class.
Q: Did the instructions work? Do changes need to be made?
Explain that, a computer can only follow code exactly as it is written, it doesn’t make
corrections or adjustments if there is a problem, the programmer has to test and then debug.
CHALLENGE: Ask students to work through the activity following the on-screen instructions.
Explain that students will need to create costumes for the grey robot and then add code to
their program that will move the robot past the recycling areas. Allow students to explore the
Costumes tab.

SEN Support
Provide students with the code as words
cut out (using support sheet), that they
then place in the correct order.

Resources
Support Sheet.

Possible Key Questions For Assessment
What did you learn about coding today?
Can you explain what the problem was? How did we solve it?
Which event block did we use today and why was this block particularly useful?
How did we create more than one costume?
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Activity 10: Support Sheet

when space key pressed

move 100 steps

switch costume to costume 1

move 100 steps

switch costume to costume 2

move 100 steps

switch costume to costume 3
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